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Regular Packings of PG.3; q/
TIM PENTTILA AND BLAIR WILLIAMS†
Two regular packings of PG.3; q/ are constructed whenever q  2 .mod 3/, with each packing
admitting a cyclic group of order q2CqC1 acting regularly on the regular spreads in the packing. The
resulting families of translation planes of order q4 include the Lorimer–Rahilly and Johnson–Walker
planes of order 16.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given three pairwise skew lines l;m; n of PG.3; q/, a transversal to l;m; n is a line meeting
each one of them. A regulus of PG.3; q/ is the set of transversals to three pairwise skew lines,
and so consists of q C 1 pairwise skew lines. A spread S of PG.3; q/ is a set of q2 C 1 lines
that partitions the set of points of PG.3; q/; S is regular if each line not in S meets S in the
lines of a regulus.
A packing of PG.3; q/ is a partition of the set of lines of PG.3; q/ by spreads, and so has
size q2 C q C 1. If a packing consists entirely of regular spreads, it is regular. If a packing
has stabiliser in P0L.4; q/ admitting a cyclic group that acts regularly on the packing, it is
cyclic. Given packings 71 and 72 of PG.3; q/, we say they are equivalent if there exists a g
in P0L.4; q/ with g71 D 72.
The study of packings of PG.3; q/dates back to Kirkman’s schoolgirl problem of 1850: given
that 15 schoolgirls walk each day in five rows of three, find some way for each schoolgirl to
have walked in a week in the same row as any other schoolgirl. By identifying each schoolgirl
with one of the 15 points of PG.3; 2/, each row of schoolgirls with a line of PG.3; 2/ and
each day with a spread of PG.3; 2/, the schoolgirl problem is solved by finding a packing of
PG.3; 2/ (and there are two inequivalent packings of PG.3; 2/, which, along with an account
of the schoolgirl problem, are given in [5]).
Denniston in [2] (and then, independently, Beutelspacher in [1]) showed that PG.3; q/ always
admits a packing, so the question arose as to when PG.3; q/ admits a regular packing. Certainly
PG.3; 2/ admits regular packings, as every spread of PG.3; 2/ is regular. In [3], Denniston
found a cyclic regular packing of PG.3; 8/, which in fact yields (by applying a correlation
of PG.3; 8/) an inequivalent cyclic regular packing of PG.3; 8/. In [14], Prince (actually)
discovers two inequivalent cyclic regular packings of PG.3; 5/. (Lunardon had claimed in
[10] that PG.3; q/ contains no regular packings for q odd, but his proof was erroneous.) Our
purpose in this paper is to present two cyclic regular packings of PG.3; q/ for q  2 .mod 3/
subsuming the known regular packings for q D 2; 5; 8.
2. THE KLEIN CORRESPONDENCE
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space equipped with a quadratic form Q: we call
.V; Q/ an orthogonal space (for background on orthogonal spaces, see [16]). Associated to
Q is a bilinear function f on V  V , defined by f .u; v/ D Q.u C v/ − Q.u/ − Q.v/, and
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called the polar form of Q. Given a subspace U of V , define U? (called the perp of U ) to
be fv 2 V V f .u; v/ D 0 8 u 2 U g. Clearly U  U??, while if f is non-degenerate, then
dim U? D dim V − dim U , so that U D U??.
If a vector v of a vector space V is taken to 0 by a quadratic form Q, v is singular. A
subspace of V containing no non-zero singular vectors is anisotropic; a subspace containing
only singular vectors is totally singular (totally singular points will just be called singular
points). Given distinct singular points P1 D hv1i and P2 D hv2i of V , we say that P1 and P2
are collinear if they span a totally singular line; it is easy to show that this is the case if and
only if f .v1; v2/ D 0.
Suppose V is a 2n-dimensional vector space over GF.q/, equipped with a non-degenerate
quadratic form Q. The dimension of a maximal totally singular subspace of .V; Q/ (which
is one properly contained in no totally singular subspace of .V; Q/) is called the Witt index
of .V; Q/, and is either n − 1 or n. In the former case, .V; Q/ is called an O−.2n; q/ (or
elliptic) space, and the latter an OC.2n; q/ (or hyperbolic) space. As all O−.2n; q/ spaces
are isometric (an isometry being an invertible linear form-preserving map) and all OC.2n; q/
spaces are isometric, we can refer to ‘O−.2n; q/’ and ‘OC.2n; q/’ when appropriate. We will
need the fact that inside a hyperbolic space, the perp of a hyperbolic space is a hyperbolic
space, while the perp of an elliptic space is an elliptic space.
The Klein correspondence is a bijection (which we shall always denote by ) between the
set of lines of PG.3; q/ and the set of singular points of OC.6; q/, such that lines l and l 0 of
PG.3; q/meet if and only if .l/ and .l 0/ are collinear. An ovoid of OC.6; q/ is a set of q2C1
singular points, no two collinear—clearly,  takes spreads of PG.3; q/ to ovoids of OC.6; q/,
with −1 doing the reverse.
The canonical examples of OC.6; q/ ovoids are the elliptic quadrics, which for each q con-
sist of the singular points of any O−.4; q/ subspace of OC.6; q/. Under  , regular spreads
of PG.3; q/ and elliptic quadrics of OC.6; q/ correspond. With a packing of PG.3; q/ corre-
sponding via  to a partition of the set of singular points of OC.6; q/ by ovoids, we see that
the problem of finding a regular packing of PG.3; q/ is equivalent to the problem of finding
a partition of the set of singular points of OC.6; q/ by elliptic quadrics—our construction of
packings is made possible by this fact.
REMARK. Let Cor.PG.3; q// denote the correlation group of PG.3; q/. We will denote by
N the isomorphism from Cor.PG.3; q// to P0OC.6; q/ that results from the Klein correspon-
dence.
3. A MODEL OF OC.6; q/
We now give the model of OC.6; q/ in which we will be working.
Let T V GF.q3/ 7! GF.q/ via T .x/ D x C xq C xq2 , and V be the GF.q/ vector space
whose underlying set is GF.q3/2. Define a quadratic form Q over GF.q/ on V via Q.x; y/ D
T .xy/; the polar form f of Q has f .u; v/ D T .u1v2/ C T .u2v1/ for u D .u1; u2/, v D
.v1; v2/. To show that f (and hence Q) is non-degenerate, suppose that .v1; v2/ 2 V has
f ..v1; v2/; .x; y// D 0, 8 .x; y/ 2 V . Then T .v1 y/C T .v2x/ D 0, 8 .x; y/ 2 V , so that
v1 y C vq1 yq C vq
2
1 y
q2 C v2x C vq2 xq C vq
2
2 x
q2 D 0 8 .x; y/ 2 V :
Putting x D 0 and then y D 0 forces .v1; v2/ D .0; 0/. To see that .V; Q/ has maximal Witt
index, note that f.x; 0/ V x 2 GF.q3/g is a totally singular subspace of V of dimension 3.
Thus, .V; Q/ is an OC.6; q/ space.
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4. THE CONSTRUCTION
THEOREM 4.1. Let q  2 .mod 3/ and 6 D f.y; z/ 2 V V yq2 C z 2 GF.q/g. Define g
on the projective space arising from V , via gh.x; y/i D h.x; 1

y/i for  2 GF.q3/ with
jj D q2 C q C 1, and let I D fi 2 Z V 0  i < q2 C q C 1g. If Si denotes the set of singular
points of gi6 for each i 2 I , then
5 D fSi V i 2 I g
is a partition of the set of singular points of OC.6; q/ by elliptic quadrics, and hgi 
PG OC.6; q/ acts regularly on 5. Hence,
7 D f−1.Si / V i 2 I g
is a packing of PG.3; q/, where N−1.hgi/  PG L.4; q/ acts regularly on 7 .
PROOF. First note that g is a projective isometry and hgi indeed acts regularly on5, as (for
i 2 I ) gi can only fix h.x; y/i if i 2 GF.q/, while .q2 C q C 1; q − 1/ D .q − 1; 3/, which
is 1 when q  2 .mod 3/.
We need to show that 6 is an O−.4; q/ space. Given x 2 GF.q3/ with T .x/ D 0 and
.y; z/ 2 6 (with b D yq2 C z), note that
f ..x; xq/; .y; z// D T .xz/C T .xq y/;
D T .x.b − yq2//C T .xq y/;
D bT .x/− T .xyq2/C T .xq y/;
D bT .x/ D 0:
so that f.x; xq/ 2 V V T .x/ D 0g  6?. As 6? has dimension 2, we must have equality.
Now we prove that 6? is either anisotropic or totally singular. Observe that 6? D hu; uqi
for any non-zero vector u D .x; xq/ of 6?. For, hui D huqi implies x2q−1 D xq2 , giving
x .q−1/2 D 1. As q  2 .mod 3/; .q2 C q C 1; q − 1/ D 1, so xq−1 D 1. But then x 2 GF.q/,
so that T .x/ D 3x D 0, implying x D 0, a contradiction. So, suppose u is singular; then uq is
singular, and now
f .u; uq/ D f ..x; xq/; .xq ; xq2// D T .xxq2/C T .xq xq/ D T .xxq2/C T .xx/;
D T .x.xq2 C x// D T .x.xq C xq2 C x//− T .xxq/;
D T .xT .xq//− T .xxq/ D T .xq/T .x/− T .xxq/ D T .xq/T .x/ D 0
so that hu; uqi D 6? is totally singular.
Now suppose that 6? is totally singular. Then for x 2 GF.q3/, T .x/ D 0 implies that
.x; xq/ 2 6?, so that Q.x; xq/ D 0 and therefore T .xqC1/ D 0. Note that T .T .x// D 3T .x/,
so T

x − T .x/3

D 0 and hence T

x − T .x/3
qC1 D 0. But

x − T .x/
3
qC1
D −

2
9

x2 C

5
9

xqC1 −

2
9

x2q −

1
9

xq
2C1
−

1
9

xq
2Cq C

1
9

x2q
2
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so that
T
 
x − T .x/
3
qC1!
D −

1
3

x2 C

1
3

xqC1 −

1
3

x2q
C

1
3

xq
2C1 C

1
3

xq
2Cq −

1
3

x2q
2
which is not divisible by xq3 − x , a contradiction. Thus, 6? is an O−.2; q/ space. Hence, 6
is an O−.4; q/ space and so all gi6 spaces are such for i 2 I .
Suppose i; j 2 I with i < j . It remains to show that gi6 and g j6 have no singular points in
common, which is if gi6\g j6 anisotropic. As we have hgi acting regularly on fgi6 V i 2 I g,
it is enough to show that each 6 \ g j6 is anisotropic. As each 6 \ g j6 has dimension of at
least 2 and anisotropic orthogonal spaces have dimension of at most 2, we want to show that
each 6 \ g j6 is an O−.2; q/ space. Letting  D  j , we have jkq2 C q C 1, and then
g j6 D
n
y;
z


V yq2 C z 2 GF.q/
o
:
Now,
v1 D

q
q − q2Cq ;
−
− qC1 C 1

and
v2 D

q − 1
q − q2Cq ;
−C 1
− qC1 C 1

are vectors of 6 \ g j6, and (because 6? \ .g j6/? D f.0; 0/g) v1 and v2 span 6 \ g j6. To
show that 6 \ g j6 is an O−.2; q/, we shall require f .v1; v1/; f .v2; v2/; f .v1; v2/.
Now f .v1; v1/ D 2Q.v1/ D 2T .A/, where
A D

q
q − q2Cq
 −
− qC1 C 1

D −
2qC1
−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1 :
Putting the three terms of T .A/ over a common denominator, we know that T .A/ D 1 if the
numerator and denominator of the resulting fraction are equal, which is if
.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1Cq2.−2qC1/q C .−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1Cq.−2qC1/q2
C.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/qCq2.−2qC1/ D .−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1CqCq2
(4.1)
Evaluating the four terms of (4.1) (call them d1; d2; d3; d4, respectively) we have
d1 D −2− 22q2Cq C 2q2 − 2q2C1 C 2q2C2q C q2Cq C q2C1 − q2C2q C q ;
d2 D −2− 2q2C2 C 2q2C2 C q2C1 − 2q2C1 C C q2 − qC2 C qC1 C 2;
d3 D −2C 2q − 22qC1 C q2Cq − q2C2q C q C qC1 − qC2 C 2qC2 C ;
d4 D −6C 2q2C1 − 2q2C2 − 22q2C1 C q2Cq − 22q2Cq C 2q2 C 2q2 C 2;
−2q2C2q C 2q C 2q2C2q C 2qC1 − 2qC2 C 2 − 22qC1 C 2qC2 C 2q
and it can be checked that d1 C d2 C d3 D d4. Thus, f .v1; v1/ D 2.
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It can be seen that the two components of v2 have product 1, so that Q.v2/ D T .1/ D 3 and
hence f .v2; v2/ D 6.
To compute f .v1; v2/, we determine Q.v1 C v2/ (it will be seen to be 7). Now
Q.v1 C v2/ D T

q
q − q2Cq C
q − 1
q − q2Cq
−2C 1
− qC1 C 2

:
Expanding, Q.v1 C v2/ equals
T

2.q C qC1/
−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1

C T
 −42qC1
−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1

CT
 −1
−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1

: (4.2)
The first term of (4.2) equals 2 if
.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1Cq2.q C qC1/q
C.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1Cq.q C qC1/q2
C.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/qCq2.q C qC1/ D d4: (4.3)
Evaluating the first three terms of (4.3) (call them s1; s2; s3, respectively) we have
s1 D −2C q2Cq − 2q2C1 C 2q2C2 − q2C2q C q2 C C qC1 − q2C2 C 2q − 2qC1;
s2 D −2C − 2q2C1 C 2q2 − 2q2Cq − qC2 C q2C1 C 2qC2 − 2qC1 C q C q2Cq ;
s3 D −2− q2C2q − 2q2Cq C q2C1 C 2q2C2q C 2 C q C qC1 − qC2 C q2 − q2C2
and s1C s2C s3 D d4. Now the second term of (4.2) equals 4T .A/ D 4, using the calculation
for f .v1; v1/. The third term of (4.2) equals 1 if
−.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1Cq2 − .−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/1Cq
−.−1C q C qC1 − 2qC1/qCq2 D d4: (4.4)
Evaluating the first three terms of (4.4) (call them t1; t2; t3, respectively) we have
t1 D −2C q2C1 − q2C2 C q C C qC1 − qC2 C 2 − 2qC1 C 2qC2 − qC2;
t2 D −2C q2 C q2Cq − 2q2Cq C q − 2q2C2q C 2q2C2q C qC1 − 2qC1 C 2q ;
t3 D −2C q2Cq C 2q2 − 22q2C1 − 2q2Cq C q2 C q2C1 − q2C2 C C 2q2C2
and then t1 C t2 C t3 D d4.
Now, given x; y 2 GF.q/,
Q.xv1 C yv2/ D x2 Q.v1/C xy f .v1; v2/C y2 Q.v2/;
D x2 C 3xy C 3y2
so that6\g j6 is anisotropic if x2C3xyC3y2 has only the trivial zero in GF.q/2. Dividing by
y2, we want to know if P.z/ D z2C3zC3 has zeroes (where z D xy ). When q is odd, P.z/ has
no zeroes because −3 is a non-square of GF.q/. When q is even, P.z/ has no zeroes because
(letting Tr denote the absolute trace function Tr V GF.q/ 7! GF.2//Tr

1:3
32

D Tr.1/ D 1. 2
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5. STABILIZERS OF THE NEW PACKINGS
THEOREM 5.1. Let q  2 .mod 3/ and 7 be a packing of PG.3; q/ constructed in Theo-
rem 4.1. Then P0L.4; q/7 D Cq2CqC1 o C3h for q > 2, while P0L.4; q/7 D P0L.3; 2/ for
q D 2.
PROOF. Let G D PG L.4; q/7 , and r 2 G have jr j D q2 C q C 1. If q D 2, we have
G D P0L.3; 2/ (see [5]). So suppose q > 2. By the known results on the maximal subgroups
of PG L.4; q/ (the relevant information being contained in [9], [12], [13], [15]and [18]), G
fixes a point P or a plane  of PG.3; q/ or PSL.4; q/  G (as G  PG L.4; q/ and G contains
an element of order q2 C q C 1). Given a spread S of 7 we have jGj D .q2 C q C 1/jGSj,
while
j PG L.4; q/Sj D 2.q C 1/.q2 C 1/q2.q2 − 1/
and jGs j
j PG L.4; q/S . Thus, PSL.4; q/ £ G and so G is reducible.
Now G acts faithfully on PG.3; q/=P or on (as GS contains no nontrivial central collineations),
so G D NG  PG L.3; q/: let Nr be the resulting image in PG L.3; q/ of r . By the known results
on the maximal subgroups of PG L.3; q/ (the relevant information being contained in [9], [11]
and [4]), we have NG  NPG L.3;q/.hNri/ or PSL.3; q/  NG. As above, the order of PG L.4; q/S
rules out the second possibility, so G  NPG L.4;q/.hri/. By [6, II.7.3],
NPG L.4;q/.hri/ D Cq3−1 o C3:
Let
g V h.x; y/i 7!

!x;
1
!
y

;
s V h.x; y/i 7! h.xq ; yq/i;
t1 V h.x; y/i 7! h.y; x/i;
t2 V h.x; y/i 7! h.−x; y/i
(where GF.q3/ D h!i). These maps belong to N D NPG OC.6;q/.hgi/ (g as in Theorem 4.1),
and
jhg; s; t1; t2ij D 6.q3 − 1/
(note that g has order q3−1
.2;q−1/ ). Also,
N
NPG L.4;q/.hri/ D 1 or 2
depending on whether or not P0OC.6; q/5 (5 as in Theorem 4.1) contains an element cor-
responding to a correlation of PG.3; q/, respectively (for, noting Remark (a) below, jP0OC
.6; q/5j D 2jP0L.4; q/7 j in the latter instance). In any case, jNk6.q3 − 1/, and so N D
hg; s; t1; t2i. We now show that N5 \ hgi D hgi. Clearly, hgi  hgi, so that hgi  N5 \ hgi.
If l1 2 .N5 \ hgi/ − hgi, then 9 l2 2 N5 \ hgi defined by l2h.x; y/i D
〈(
ax; 1
a
y

, where
a 2 GF.q/. But
l26? D

x;
1
a2
xq

V T .x/ D 0

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which equals 6? if and only if a2 D 1, and thus l2 D 1. But l2 D l1gi for some i 2 I (I as in
Theorem 4.1), so that l1 D g−i , a contradiction.
Now
N
hgi
D C6  C.2;q−1/
and
hs; gi
hgi G
N
hgi :
Thus,
N
hs; gi
D C2  C.2;q−1/
Suppose that t1 stabilizes 5; we may assume that t1 stabilizes 6, because we have a group
acting regularly on 5. So, given .x; y/ 2 6, we must have .y; x/ 2 6. Let xq2 C y D a 2
GF.q/ and x C yq2 D b 2 GF.q/. From these equations we easily obtain (by eliminating the
term in y) that xq − x D xq2 − xq D x − xq2 D a− b, so that xq − x C xq2 − xq C x − xq2 D
3.a − b/, and hence a D b. Thus, xq D x , which implies that x 2 GF.q/ and therefore that
y 2 GF.q/, a contradiction. It can also be checked that t2; t1t2 do not stabilize 5 for q odd,
while defining the map t3 as for l2, we see that t1; t1t3, t2t3; t1t2t3 do not stabilize 5. Hence,
N5 D hg; si.
Let q D ph; p prime. Then jP0OC.6; q/ V PG OC.6; q/j D h, so
jP0OC.6; q/5 V PG OC.6; q/5j  h:
Defining s via s V h.x; y/i 7! h.x p; y p/i, we have s 2 P0OC.6; q/5, so equality occurs.
Thus, P0L.4; q/7 is of the stated form, as P0OC.6; q/5 contains no elements corresponding
to a correlation of PG.3; q/.
REMARK. (a) If P0OC.6; q/5 did contain an element corresponding to a correlation of
PG.3; q/, then jP0OC.6; q/5j would be twice jP0L.4; q/7 j (as P0L.4; q/ has index 2 in
Cor.PG.3; q//).
(b) As t1 corresponds under N−1 to a correlation of PG.3; q/, it follows that replacing 6 by
60 D f.y; z/ V yqCz 2 GF.q/g gives a partition50 D fS0i V i 2 I gwith7 0 D f−1.S0i / V i 2 I g
inequivalent to 7 . This is the second packing promised in the abstract.
6. REGULAR PACKINGS AND TRANSLATION PLANES
Prince found all cyclic packings of PG.3; 5/, finding two regular ones; thus his packings are
the same as those we construct for q D 5. Denniston found all packings of PG.3; 8/ admitting
C73 o C9, finding two regular ones; thus his packings are the same as those we construct for
q D 8.
There is a construction of Walker ([17], and due independently to Lunardon in [10]) which
yields translation planes of order q4 with kernel GF.q/ from regular packings of PG.3; q/.
In particular, a translation plane admitting SL.2; q/Cq2CqC1 in the translation complement
corresponds to a cyclic regular packing of PG.3; q/ (this can be extracted from [7]). Hence,
because regular packings of PG.3; q/ were previously known to exist only for q D 2; 5; 8, the
translation planes arising from our construction are presumably new for q > 8.
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The Lorimer–Rahilly and Johnson–Walker planes of order 16 (given in [8]) each admit
SL.2; 2/C7 in the translation complement, and so arise from the two inequivalent packings of
PG.3; 2/ (while the Prince planes of order 625 and the Denniston–Walker planes of order 4096
arose directly from the cyclic regular packings of PG.3; 5/ and PG.3; 8/, respectively).
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